Rendevous-Elite presents an
Enchanting voyage 11N/12D on
NCL’s Prima ~ 1st in its class for
Norway & Iceland discoveries!
Join our advisors as we explore both incredible destinations aboard
Norwegian’s newest ship designed for spacious and elegant cruising.
Norwegian Prima is the first of six ships in NCL's highly anticipated Prima
Class, the brand's first new class of vessels in nearly 10 years. With capacity
for 3,215 guests at double occupancy, the vessel is designed to put guests
first. Norwegian Prima boasts wide-open spaces, thoughtful and stunning
design, and a variety of new experiences.

Laying claim to the title of the most spacious new cruise ship in the
premium and contemporary categories, Prima offers the most outdoor
deck space and expansive accommodations of any new build. She boasts
multiple firsts, including Ocean Boulevard, wrapping around the entire deck
over 44,000 square feet, allowing guests to connect to the ocean while
enjoying alfresco dining and unique experiences such as Infinity Beach,
where two stunning infinity pools are positioned to take in the vastness of
the ocean with uninterrupted views, and Oceanwalk, where two glass
bridges make guests feel like they’re walking on air over the water.
Joan Conner 702.243.6233 and Carol Wilhems 702.837.5687

Embark Southampton (London), England July 16, 2023
Disembark Reykjavik, Iceland July 27, 2023

The Haven Living Room
SUN
MON
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SUN
MON
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London (Southampton)
Brussels / Bruges (Zeebrugee), Belgium
Amsterdam, Netherlands
At Sea
Bergen, Norway
Geiranger, Norway
Alesund, Norway
At Sea
Isafjordur, Iceland
Akureyri, Iceland
Reykjavik, Iceland
Reykjavik, Iceland

5pm Embark
9a-6p
7a-6p
7a-4p
8a-10p (Tender port)
7a-3p
12-8p
8a-5p
1:30p
8am Disembark

Group fares:; - Balcony staterooms Cat BA $3,354; Cat BB $3,326 (port chg incl)
$250/cabin deposit (limited time) Trip coverage, F&B & crew gratuities additional

Contact us soon to secure your cabin & extras at reduced fares!

